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Strategic partnerships are a tool used with growing frequency in the international arena to emphasize the importance and intensity of a relationship, usually between two subjects. Initially, it was an instrument used predominantly by states; however, in the twenty-first century it has been used with increasing frequency by international organizations such as NATO, the European Union (EU), and ASEAN. Strategic partnerships are an essential instrument of the European Union’s foreign policy, particularly due to the wide range of possibilities they offer. Partnerships can be classified according to regions, position in a region, and aspirations as well as assumed international roles. The EU has established three partnerships with regions: 1) Latin America and the Caribbean, 2) Africa, the Mediterranean, and 3) the Middle East; two with international organizations: 1) the UN, and 2) NATO; as well as ten bilateral strategic partnerships with states: 1) Brazil, 2) Canada, 3) China, 4) India, 5) Japan, 6) Mexico, 7) Russia, 8) South Africa, 9) South Korea, and 10) the United States, but it withdrew from cooperation with Russia, i.a., due to the latter’s annexation of Crimea. Following the former High Representative of the European Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, Catherine Ashton, it is possible to distinguish bilateral partnerships with emerging leaders: China, India, Brazil, but also with traditional global powers with which the EU already enjoys established partnerships: the United States, Japan, and Canada (Ashton, 2010).

Current research is focused on discussing a tool/instrument of strategic partnerships used by the EU (Balfour, 2010; Gratius, 2011a; Grevi & Khandekar,
2011; Renard, 2010) or on analysing individual EU’s partnerships formed both with states (the majority of studies concern China) and international organizations as well as individual regions. There is a lack of comparative studies and articles concerning the functioning of the EU’s strategic partnerships. A rare exception is a work by Antoine Sautenet, who concentrates on juxtaposing the EU’s new partnerships with states described as emerging leaders (Sautenet, 2011).

To help fill this gap in research, this article aims to apply comparative analysis of institutional solutions implemented in the EU’s strategic partnerships with stable/established partners: 1) the US, 2) Japan, and 3) Canada. An interesting issue is a wide range of institutional solutions used by the EU which depend on aims the organization realizes not only with regard to a given partner but also with this partner. The comparable elements include norms and values determined in bilateral documents of the EU and its partner as well as joint bodies and meeting formats. The methods applied in the following article are comparative analysis, content analysis and the analysis of legal acts.

THE TERM INSTITUTIONALIZATION

In international relations there is no single definition of the term international institution. As Thomas Risse (2002, p. 605) points out: “There are at least as many definitions of (international) institutions as there are theoretical perspectives”. Moreover, there are various forms of international institutions, whose scope seems to be systematically developing. At the beginning of the 1990s, Ole Wæver suggested that institutionalization concerns: 1) formal international or non-governmental international organizations; 2) international regimes as a negotiated order with clearly determined rules; and 3) international habits as not formalized and not hierarchical institutions (Wæver, 1992). As Marek Pietraś notices, Wæver’s list definitely does not exhaust the variety of international institutions. Moreover, he points to diplomatic practices and integration processes as well as to new forms of international institutions – networks which create bonds (Pietraś, 2014).

The subject literature distinguishes five categories of international institutions: 1) institutions as formal organizations, 2) behaviour (practices), 3) rules, 4) norms, and 5) rules and norms (Duffield, 2007). Importantly, the change in understanding international institutions has been partially connected with the
development of international relations as a scientific discipline (Martin & Simmons, 1998).

Equating international institutions with international organizations took place in the 1950s and the 1960s. At that time, scientists used the term ‘international institution’ mainly with regard to formal international organizations, e.g., international financial institutions such as the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank (Duffield, 2007; Scott, 2013).

The change in understanding the term ‘international institution’ took place in the 1970s and the 1980s (Duffield, 2007; Martin & Simmons, 1998). This process was influenced by the results of research on international regimes. Main theorists of international regimes such as Friedrich Kratochwil and John G. Ruggie (1986), Oran Young (1980), as well as Robert Keohane (1984) claimed that regimes should be understood as social institutions, which in turn required a detailed definition of the term ‘institution’. Regime theory initiated the sociological approach to defining institution and equating it with its practices/behaviour. According to one of Young’s first definitions, a social institution (a form of which is a political regime) is “recognized patterns of behavior or practice around which expectations converge” (Young, 1983, p. 93). However, equating institutions with behaviour is clearly a peculiar simplification. It is true that institutions undertake actions, but they also have a specific structure and principles of their practices, which are not taken into account in sociological definitions.

Regime theory also introduced equating institutions with rules or with a set of rules (Krasner, 1983). The rationalist – or rationalistic – conception of institutions seems to be the most widespread among researchers of international relations. As Lisa L. Martin and Beth A. Simmons notice, “most scholars have come to regard ‘international institutions’ as sets of rules meant to govern international behavior. Rules, in turn, are often conceived as statements that forbid, require, or permit particular kinds of actions” (Martin & Simmons, 2013, p. 328). What can be evoked at this point are the definitions of institutions given by John Mearsheimer (1994), Robert Keohane (1989), and Wayne Sandholtz (2006). For example, Sandholtz presents the typology of institutions with regard to two dimensions of rules: “Since rules vary along two dimensions (formal-informal, specific-general), we can also classify international institutions according to the character of the rules that define them” (Sandholtz, 2006, p. 219).

In the 1980s, constructivists (in opposition to realists) began to equate institutions with norms. As Martha Finnemore and Kathryn Sikkink notice: “whereas constructivists in political science talk a language of norms, sociologists talk
a language of ‘institutions’ to refer to these same behavioral rule” (Finnemore & Sikkink, 1998, p. 891). In turn, Alexander Wendt defines institutions as “[…] made of norms and rules, which are ideational phenomena – ‘shared mental models’ – and as such, despite being objective social facts, they are firmly on the idealist side of the equation” (Wendt, 1999, p. 96). As John Duffield notices: “Within this literature, social institutions are generally viewed as consisting of norms or sets of norms […] Norms, in turn, are usually defined by constructivists as socially shared expectations, understandings, or standards of appropriate behavior for actors with a given identity” (Duffield, 2007, p. 6). To describe institutions, constructivists very often use the term ‘rules and norms’, but they do not differentiate between them and use these two words interchangeably (Finnemore & Sikkink, 1998). The essence of norms is that they are of intersubjective nature and must be internally adopted by the subject. For constructivists, institutions have an entirely cognitive character and do not exist without ideas and beliefs envisioning what the world should look like which are held by the subjects that create these institutions.

An approach combining both rules and norms in its understanding of institution is Duffield’s definition: “international institutions should be defined as relatively stable sets of related constitutive, regulative, and procedural norms and rules that pertain to the international system, the actors in the system (including states as well as nonstate entities), and their activities” (Duffield, 2007, pp. 7–8). As the researcher points out, ‘relatively stable’ means that “an institution will exhibit at least some persistence, durability, and resilience in the face of changing circumstances”, and ‘related’ is connected with the fact that “institutional elements are associated or connected in some meaningful way, such as by a functional or formal relationship” (Duffield, 2007, pp. 7–8). Within individual institutions, norms and rules may coexist or be present separately. It is important, however, that they perform specific functions: constitutive, regulative, and procedural. The procedural function of rules is related to establishing joint bodies and appropriate meeting formats.

Therefore, it can be assumed that the processes of institutionalization of partnerships are linked to the existence of specific norms and rules (clearly expressed in the founding documents of partnerships) as well as to establishing appropriate joint bodies and formats of their meetings.
THE EUROPEAN UNION’S STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS

In the last 20 years, the European Union has developed numerous mechanisms and tools which aim at deepening relations with individual partners around the world. One of the examples of such mechanisms is strategic partnership.

The legal basis for establishing this kind of relationship can be found in the Treaty on the European Union (2008, Art. 21): “The Union shall seek to develop relations and build partnerships with third countries, and international, regional or global organisations which share the principles” of “democracy, the rule of law, the universality and indivisibility of human rights and fundamental freedoms, respect for human dignity, the principles of equality and solidarity, and respect for the principles of the United Nations Charter and international law”.

However, no EU document provides a precise definition of a strategic partnership. What is more, the explicit terms ‘strategic partnership’ and ‘strategic partner’ do not appear in the Treaty on the European Union. They were first used by the EU in 1998 in the context of its relations with Russia: “The European Council had an in-depth discussion on the situation in Russia. They were first used by the EU in 1998 in the context of its relations with Russia: “The European Council had an in-depth discussion on the situation in Russia. It welcomes the Council’s progress report on the development of a comprehensive EU policy towards Russia. It reaffirms Russia’s importance as a strategic partner to the Union as demonstrated by the EU-Russia Summit in Vienna on 27 October. It stresses the Union’s solidarity with Russia and its people during the present economic crisis. That crisis is multi-faceted. So too must be the response of the EU and the rest of the international community. The European Council underlines the Union’s readiness to help Russia in overcoming the crisis through credible and sustained market-based reforms, while respecting urgent social needs, and a continued commitment to democracy including freedom of the media, the rule of law, and respect for human rights” (Vienna European Council, 1998).

Moreover, in 1999 these terms were used to describe the EU’s relations with Latin America and the Caribbean, and then for a short time it went out of use (Renard, 2010). In 2003, the European Council adopted the European Security Strategy – A Secure Europe in a Better World (Council of the European Union, 2003), in which it described a particular kind of relations it had with individual states. For example, the United States was described as an ‘irreplaceable partner’. The document also emphasized the necessity of developing strategic relations with such states as Canada, China, Japan, India and “all those who share our goals and values, and are prepared to act in their support”. Moreover, strategic partnership with Russia was also confirmed: “We should continue to work for
closer relations with Russia, a major factor in our security and prosperity. Respect for common values will reinforce progress towards a strategic partnership”.

Currently, the EU declares that it has strategic partnerships with nine states: Brazil, Canada, India, China, Mexico, Japan, South Korea, South Africa and the United States. Since 2014, this group does no longer include Russia. This fact was confirmed by Federica Mogherini just after her being elected High Representative of the European Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy (EurActiv, 2014). In June 2015 that standpoint was also confirmed by the European Parliament, which passed a resolution on this matter: “[…] Russia, because of its actions in Crimea and in Eastern Ukraine, can no longer be treated as, or considered, a ‘strategic partner’; points out that strategic partnerships must be based on mutual trust and respect for international law, which is based on democracy, state sovereignty and the freedom to choose internal constitutional order and foreign policy orientations, territorial integrity of the State, and respect for the rule of law, human rights, and the principles of international diplomacy and trade” (European Parliament, 2015a).

The EU does not establish strategic partnerships only with states: this kind of instrument is applied to deepen relationships also with other international organizations. The EU has now five strategic partnerships with groupings or international organizations: 1) Africa and the African Union, 2) the Mediterranean and Middle East, 3) Latin America and the Caribbean, 4) the United Nations, and 5) NATO. These partners differ as to their potential, importance and location. Considering these examples, it is difficult to determine distinguished criteria according to which the EU establishes strategic partnerships.

However, it is not of such a great importance as: “[i]t has been widely pointed out that the EU still has no single, concise definition of what a ‘strategic’ partner is. But this should not matter. SPs may not have great potential in enabling the EU to deepen cooperation on multilateralism with the big rising powers. But they can be useful as bilateral foreign policy tools across a larger number of partner states. They are most likely to offer added value to European foreign policy not in the largest but rather the second order powers. Instead of deepening commitments under a small and select number of SPs, the EU’s priority goal should be to widen their geographical coverage” (Gratius, 2011a).
INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF THE EUROPEAN UNION’S PARTNERSHIPS

EU–United States

In the 2003 European Security Strategy it is said: “The transatlantic relationship is irreplaceable. Acting together, the European Union and the United States can be a formidable force for good in the world. Our aim should be an effective and balanced partnership with the USA” (Council of the European Union, 2003). Similar importance of partnership was emphasized in the 2008 Report on the Implementation of the European Security Strategy: Providing Security in a Changing World, where it was stated that “[f]or Europe, the transatlantic partnership remains an irreplaceable foundation, based on shared history and responsibilities. The EU and NATO must deepen their strategic partnership for better co-operation in crisis management” (EU High Representative Javier Solana, 2008). The US was confirmed as the EU’s key partner also in 2017 in a strategic document A Stronger Europe: A Global Strategy for the European Union’s Foreign and Security Policy (European External Action Service, 2017).

Relations between the United States and the then European Communities actually began at the very moment of establishing the Communities. The United States was economically, politically and militarily engaged in the issues of Western Europe as well as supported integration processes starting with the end of the World War II (Lundestad, 2003), the best proof of which was the assistance provided within the Marshall Plan. Washington was the first capital to officially acknowledge the existence of the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC). In response, the then High Authority (equivalent of the European Commission) sent its first foreign delegation to the United States in 1954. The delegation obtained full diplomatic status equal to an embassy of a national state in 1972 (Austermann, 2014). The US mission to the European Communities in Brussels was established in 1961. In 1973, the European Communities and the United States initiated information sharing practice regarding foreign policy, and in the 1980s, they ran more regular consultations in the domain of foreign policy (Ginsberg, 2001).

The relations between the United States and the European Union were not formalized until the 1990s. In 1990, the parties signed the Transatlantic Declaration, and in 1995 – the New Transatlantic Agenda and the Joint Action Plan. The next document which formalized the partnership was the 1998 Transatlantic Economic Partnership (TEP). In June 2013, the parties initiated negotiations on
the EU-US Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP). The negotiations were suspended after Donald Trump had been elected the president of the United States.

According to the US ambassador to the EU Stuart Eizenstat, the NTA was “the first time we have dealt comprehensively with the EU, not simply as a trade and economic organization, but as a partner in a whole array of foreign policy and diplomatic initiatives” (Frellesen, 2001, p. 333). For over 20 years, the parties have not signed a document which would comprehensively regulate functioning of the partnership. Both the TEP and the TTIP are mainly of economic nature.

In the NTA and the Joint Action Plan, the parties presented rules and norms which should govern the cooperation. The partners stated that following the values of democracy and free market, they would work towards creating transatlantic community as well as promoting stability and prosperity in Europe and around the world. What should serve this aim is cooperation in solving disputes on threatened territories, engagement in preventive diplomacy, providing development aid and humanitarian assistance as well as cooperation in international organizations (particularly within the UN). The parties also expressed their mutual support in combating organized crime, terrorism, massive migration, human trafficking, degradation of natural environment, as well as in promoting nuclear safety. The rule that also was to govern the partners’ cooperation was the development of close economic relations (through creating a common transatlantic market) and world trade (through strengthening the WTO).

It should be emphasized that the United States and the European Union referred to similar norms when determining rules and aims of their cooperation. As Peterson and Pollack (2003) notice: “it remains clear that norms, values and culture bind the EU and the US together far more strongly that either party is ‘bound’ to any other part of the world” (p. 140). Citizens of the EU and the US perceive each other as those who belong to the same Western civilization with regard to the issues of democracy, human rights and market economy (Alcaro, Peterson & Greco, 2016; Fuchs & Klingemann, 2008). However, it should be noted that besides the sphere of declarations, there is a difference between the partners’ approaches to norms and values, which is called a ‘values gap’ (Kagan, 2003; Peterson & Pollack, 2003) and is related mainly to their different approaches to such issues as death penalty, environment conservation, abortion, religion and gun control.
Institutions of cooperation started developing as early as in the 1990s. As Peterson and Steffenson (2009) notice, it was a “golden era in transatlantic institution building” (p. 26). At present, the parties have joint institutions and stable formats of meetings. According to Steffenson (2005), “the NTA institutions are designed to get experts talking and to get transgovernmental actors to assess how the EU and the US can cooperate under the ‘mandate’ of the NTA. The vast range of working groups, which are unparalleled in any other dialogue, identify areas where the EU and the US can coordinate efforts” (p. 66). Moreover, there are numerous informal interactions between the partners.

The most important decisions concerning the partnership are taken during the EU-US Summits, which are held at the highest level in troika meetings (President of the European Council, European Commission President, and the US President). Initially, they were organized twice a year, and since 2000 – once a year. As Steffenson notices (2005): “As an event, the summit creates the impulse to produce deliverables. In short it is a decision ‘making’ forum” (p. 65). Moreover, there are meetings held at the ministerial level, and two times a year – at the EU Foreign Ministers and US Secretary of State level.

The partnership established also joint institutions, among which an important role is played by the Senior Level Group (SLG) at the level of US Undersecretary of State and EU Commission Director General to oversee implementation of the NTA. According to Steffenson (2005): “In what resembles a pyramid structure the SLG connects the ‘expert’ level and the political level. It pulls the NTA process together” (p. 66). In the institutional pyramid at the lower level, there is a working group tasked with implementation of the NTA (NTA Task Force) that works at the director level to facilitate exchanges at the operational level. Additionally, there are task-specific working groups (including those dealing with human trafficking and terrorism). Organization of ministerial meetings is the responsibility of Troika working groups.

Having in mind how important the economic issues are for the cooperation, the parties established the Transatlantic Economic Council (TEC) (which substituted in 2007 the former Transatlantic Economic Partnership). The TEC is presented as a “political body to oversee and accelerate government-to-government cooperation with the aim of advancing economic integration between the European Union and the United States of America” (Romero, 2012, p. 93). The partners also formed the US-EU Energy Council. The Council meets annually and reports to the wider EU-US summit. The Council is chaired by the EU High Representative/Vice President, the EU Vice President for Energy Union,
the EU Commissioner for Climate and Energy, the US Secretary of State and the US Secretary of Energy. A representative from the rotating EU Presidency also participates (EU-US Summit, 2009).


It should be noted that the aforementioned bodies and meeting formats are only the most important ones. Working groups and ministerial meetings are organized in all cooperation domains. Moreover, the parties have a number of informal contacts. As Mark A. Pollack says: “interviews with practitioners from the United States and the European Union reveal that considerable informal cooperation takes place across virtually every considerable area of US and EU regulation, with little attention from the press, scholars, or political actors” (Peterson & Pollack, 2003, p. 34).

**EU-Japan**

The official relations between the EU (at that time, the European Economic Community, EEC) and Japan were initiated in 1959, when the Japanese prime minister visited Brussels and the Japanese ambassador received accreditation to the organization (Borucińska, 2018, p. 16; de Prado Yepes, 2017, p. 435). Until the end of the Cold War, the relations were based mainly on cooperation in the economic domain (de Prado Yepes, 2014, p. 13) and were characterized by numerous trade disputes resulting from “Japan’s growing importance in global economy and its export expansion. At that time, the EEC states perceived Japan

---

1 European delegation to Japan was established in 1974.
as a rapidly growing competitor in important sectors of economy” (Mazur, 2016, p. 7). Only after signing the 1991 *Joint Declaration on Relations between the European Community and Its Member States and Japan* did the partners start slowly establishing cooperation in such domains as keeping peace, development and stability in the world (Suzuki, 2017, p. 877). The changes which took place in the international arena, mainly after the 9/11 attacks, also played an important role in rapprochement between the EU and Japan – particularly with regard to new challenges in international security (Tsuruoka, 2012, p. 71). When assessing the current state of cooperation between the parties, Shigekazu Kusune (2016) notices that “Japan cannot alone accomplish many things. It must work together with another partner. Which nation or region is suitable as a partner for Japan? Is it America or China or Russia? My answer is the EU. Japan and the EU have advanced technology, financial and human resources. Japan and the EU are soft powers which have won trust and respect in the world” (p. 104).

Formalization of the relationship happened in 1991, when the parties signed the *Joint Declaration on Relations between the European Community and Its Member States and Japan* known as the *Hague Declaration*. Ten years later, Japan and the EU signed the *Shaping Our Common Future: An Action Plan for European Union-Japan Cooperation* (Ministry of Foreign Policy of Japan, 2001). On 17 July 2018, during the 25th EU-Japan Summit in Tokyo, the partners signed another two key agreements – the *EU-Japan Strategic Partnership Agreement* (SPA) and the *Free Trade/Economic Partnership Agreement* (EPA) (European Commission, 2017).

The adopted Declaration (1991) determined both rules and norms underpinning their cooperation: “The European Community and its member States on the one part and Japan on the other part, conscious of their common attachment to freedom, democracy, the rule of law and human rights; affirming their common attachment to market principles, the promotion of free trade and the development of a prosperous and sound world economy; recalling their increasingly close ties and acknowledging growing world-wide interdependence and,

---

consequently, the need for heightened international co-operation; affirming their common interest in security, peace and stability of the world” (*Joint Declaration on Relations...*, 1991, p. 1). They were also repeated in the *EU-Japan Strategic Partnership Agreement* (2018): “Reaffirming their commitment to the common values and principles, in particular democracy, the rule of law, human rights and fundamental freedoms, which constitute the basis for their deep and long-lasting cooperation as strategic partners” and “Conscious, in this regard, as like-minded global partners, of their shared responsibility and commitment to setting up a just and stable international order in accordance with the principles and purposes of the Charter of the United Nations, and to achieve peace, stability and prosperity of the world as well as human security” (Ministry of Foreign Policy of Japan, 2018a).

The partners have been developing institutions of cooperation since the 1980s, when in 1984 the 1st EC-Japan Ministerial Meeting was held (EU-Japan 2018). The most important agreements are usually signed during annual EU-Japan Summits (Borucińska, 2018, p. 16). They have been organized since 1991. The 25th EU-Japan Summit was held in July 2018. Other formats of meetings include the Japan-EU Foreign Ministers’ Meeting, which should be organized twice a year (European Commission, 2018; Ministry of Foreign Policy of Japan, 2015; Wright, 2013, p. 164). Moreover, there are exchanges of parliamentary delegations, initiated as early as in 1978 (de Prado Yepes, 2014, p. 26; Gilson, 2000, p. 177), while in 2018 the partners organized the 38th meeting between members of their parliaments (European Parliament, 2018).

According to the *EU-Japan Strategic Partnership Agreement* (2018, Art. 42), the parties established Joint Committee – a body tasked with coordinating cooperation development, ensuring appropriate implementation of specific points of the agreement, and analysing possibilities of extending the EU-Japan relations into domains not included in the adopted document. The Committee is to meet at least annually in Tokyo or Brussels, and its decisions are based on consensus.

The partners also organized meetings at the Japan-EU High-level Consultations (Ministry of Foreign Policy of Japan, 2014). There are also important meetings in the dialogue format, the most important being The ICT Policy Dialogue, The EU-Japan bilateral cyber dialogue, Space Dialogue, The EU-Japan Industrial Policy Dialogue, EU-Japan Steel Contact Group Meeting, Industrial Dialogue on Railways, High Level Dialogue on the Environment, High Level Bilateral Dialogue on Climate Change, Energy Dialogue, Agricultural Policy Dialogue, Food Safety Dialogue, High Level Dialogue on Fisheries and Maritime Affairs,
Macroeconomic Dialogue, High Level Meeting on Financial Issues, Transport Policy Dialogues, Competition Policy Dialogue (Delegation of the European Union to Japan, 2017), Japan-EU Regulatory Reform Dialogue, Japan-EU Development Cooperation, the Japan-EU Industrial Policy, Industrial Cooperation Dialogue, the Japan-EU High Level Consultation on Financial Affairs, and the Japan-EU Economic Consultations (Ministry of Foreign Policy of Japan, 2004, p. 1). Moreover, in 2010 the parties established the EU-Japan Joint Customs Cooperation Committee (JCCC) (Delegation of the European Union to Japan, 2017). It should be emphasized that cooperation between the partners is also strengthened by meetings in various formats, i.a., at different ministerial-level or within working groups (EU-Japan Troika Working Group) (Yoon & Suh, 2013, p. 417).

**The EU-Canada**

Relations between the European Union and Canada exemplify a stable, long-standing and effective partnership between an international organization and a state. Historically, the process of rapprochement began in the 1950s; however, initially it concerned only the economic sphere. Political dialogue in the relations between Brussels and Ottawa was gradually developing, and in 1972 the parties held consultations which formed the basis for further activities. In 1976, the European Economic Community (EEC) signed with Canada the *Framework Agreement for Commercial and Economic Cooperation*, which was the first formal agreement of this type between the EEC and an industrialized state. The partners undertook “to develop and diversify their reciprocal commercial exchanges and to foster economic co-operation” on the basis of “common heritage, special affinity and shared aspirations” (*Framework Agreement…*, 1976). Undoubtedly, it was a significant formal step in their mutual relations, which was also proved by establishing a joint body, i.e., the Joint Cooperation Committee, which met regularly once a year. Also, in 1976, the EEC established its diplomatic mission in Ottawa. It was the third EEC diplomatic mission in the world, which proves Canada’s high status and priority in the bilateral relations.

In 1990, the EEC and Canada signed the *Declaration on Transatlantic Relations*, which significantly extended the cooperation scope. It was the next important stage as it introduced regularization of mutual contacts in the form of regular meetings – summits (the partners planned annual meetings between the President of the European Council, the President of the Commission, and the
Prime Minister of Canada) as well as meetings at ministerial level (the partners planned semi-annual meetings between the President of the Council of the European Communities with the Commission and the Secretary of State for External Affairs of Canada; annual meetings between the Commission and the Canadian Government). The declaration also covered cooperation in additional areas, which previously had not been the subject of the EU-Canada relations, focused on economic cooperation. First of all, it should be emphasized that the partners set mutual goals concerning cooperation for development of democracy, prevention and settlement of disputes around the world, support for developing states and stabilization of international economic relations. On numerous occasions, the partners referred to common values, stating that their relationship was “bonded by their common heritage and close historical, political, economic and cultural ties” (Transatlantic Declaration on EC-US Relations, 1990). All this helped determine the array of challenges that the partners decided to jointly face: combating and prevention of terrorism, combating and prevention of international crime, non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, protection of natural environment, control on migration and flow of refugees.

The next stage of the relationship was signing the Canada-EU Joint Political Declaration and Action Plan in 1996 during the summit in Ottawa. The Action Plan extended the areas of cooperation and determined them more precisely, first of all due to the possibility and will to tighten the partnership. It was agreed that the tightened cooperation should concern four main domains: economic and trade relations, foreign policy and security issues, transnational issues, and fostering links. Apart from the issues regarding bilateral relations between the EU and Canada, the agenda also included such matters as multilateral relations within the framework of international organizations and forums, regional problems and conflicts, and transatlantic security. Importantly, in the process of achieving the goals the partners should be “mindful of the ties of history, tradition, culture, and kinship that bind us, and of our community of values” (Canada-EU Joint Political Declaration and Action Plan, 1996). The declaration became the basis for concluding detailed bilateral agreements on specific issues. During the next summit in Ottawa in 2004, in order to uphold the processes of rapprochement, the partners announced the Canada-EU Partnership Agenda, whose aim was to establish a further action plan. First of all, the parties indentified priorities of their cooperation as follows: advancing international security and effective multilateralism, further global economic prosperity, deepening cooperation on justice and home affairs, addressing
global and regional challenges, as well as fostering closer links between the people of the EU and Canada.

The European Union and Canada strengthened their cooperation in the domain of security and countering terrorism, organised international crime and weapons of mass destruction proliferation also in response to the 9/11 terrorist attack on the United States. The joint statements after the summits in Ottawa in 2001 and in Toledo in 2002 regarded such issues as financing terrorist organisations and international crime groups as well as the organisation of crisis response operations. As a result, Canada participated in European Union Force in Bosnia and Herzegovina (EUFOR Althea) and EU Police Missions in Afghanistan (EUPOL Afghanistan); moreover, the partners signed, i.a., the Agreement between the European Union and Canada Establishing a Framework for the Participation of Canada in the European Union Crisis Management Operations (2005).

The strategic partnership between the EU and Canada was formally established in 2016 within the Strategic Partnership Agreement (SPA). According to the agreement, the Joint Ministerial Committee, co-chaired by the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Canada and the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, substituted the Transatlantic Dialogue. The parties also established the Joint Cooperation Committee, whose task is to monitor the development of strategic relations between the partners and to give recommendations on improving effectiveness, efficiency and synergy. Moreover, the plans included regular meetings of both bodies and the possibility for establishing new ones if there was a need and it was justified by the development of EU-Canada relations. According to the parties’ declaration, the SPA is based on common values and norms and “the Parties shall implement this Agreement based on shared values, the principles of dialogue, mutual respect, equal partnership, multilateralism, consensus and respect for international law” (SPA, p. 3). The agreement included tightening the cooperation and the development of bilateral relations also within the framework of multilateral formats.

Also, in 2016, apart from the SPA, the partners concluded the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) – a new trade agreement between the EU and Canada. This was an important step towards improving economic cooperation. The CETA was to reduce duties by 98% and to introduce regulations on trade and services. The agreement is particularly important due to the position the partners have with regard to each other in the area of trade (in 2017, the EU was Canada’s second largest trade partner, and Canada was the EU’s tenth international trade partner; European Parliament, 2018).
The European Union and Canada are for each other important strategic partners. This is proved not only by signed agreements and declarations such as the SPA and the CETA but also aspirations for a high level of regularization and an array of common norms and values. The EU states that “Canada is one of the closest and longest-standing partners of the European Union. Our common democratic values, responsibility to defend human rights, and strong commitment to multilateralism, the rules-based international order and free trade define our relationship” (European Union External Action, 2018).

CONCLUSIONS

The aim of the article was a comparative analysis of institutional solutions applied in the EU’s strategic partnerships with stable/established partners: the United States, Japan, and Canada. The compared elements included norms and values described in bilateral documents as well as joint bodies and meeting formats. The results of the analysis of the three case studies show high level of institutionalization of strategic partnerships. In all cases investigated here, the elements necessary for determining the level of institutionalization are present (see: Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements of institutionalization</th>
<th>EU-US</th>
<th>EU-Japan</th>
<th>EU-Canada</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norms and values</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint bodies</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set formats of meetings</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own research.

The presented results lead to two basic conclusions. First, there is a visible pattern which is followed by the European Union in the process of institutionalization of its relations with the established partners. It means that institutionalization understood as a process aimed at strengthening relations is repeatable and concerns numerous formal partnerships of the EU. Also, the research conducted within the SPG project shows and confirms that the European Union created
a particular pattern of an institutional path which a state follows in the process of tightening partnership bonds. Therefore, states which formalize their relations with the EU can expect gradual completion of subsequent stages of institutionalization and thus should be prepared for them.

The second conclusion of a more general nature shows a great role which contemporary players in the international arena attach to institutionalization processes in their mutual relations. The analysis covered the European Union (one of the most influential international organizations of an intergovernmental character), the United States (a global superpower), Japan and Canada (regional powers) – the subjects which play important roles in the international system. What can be also observed is that over time, institutionalization processes are deepening, and the subsequent cooperation domains are regularized since regularization means certain predictability, secure sequence of events and control over the course of processes.

The presented results indicate that institutionalization of strategic partnerships can constitute an important research question. Undoubtedly, it would be a good idea to extend the array of analyzed elements or research the level of their intensity and not only their presence. Strategic partnerships are relations of a unique nature, often with their very particular goals and intentions. It is even more interesting that the process of institutionalization is similar in the case of global superpowers and less important regional powers.
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